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Mist hangs in the air like you’d find on a cool Cascade morning. 
Electric green ferns carpet the forest that is sheltered by 
cavernous cedar trees. One glance away you’re rewarded with 
million-dollar views of snow-blanketed mountains as far as the 
eye can see. This is the Pacific Northwest. This is where we live, 
breathe, and dream.
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THE CONTOUR+2 IS THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN ACTION VIDEO.  
DESIGNED BY PROFESSIONALS, BUT SIMPLE ENOUGH FOR 
THE EVERYDAY USER, THE CONTOUR+2 WILL INSPIRE YOU TO 
SHARE NEW PERSPECTIVES.

FULL CAMERA FEATURES & SPECS.

+ Locking Instant On-Record switch + Waterproof case + Tripod mount 
+ Flush lens + Still photo mode + Laser + Low profi le + 1080p 960p 
720p + USB output + Internal mic + *MicroSD card  + Lens type / 
Custom Six Element Glass / Lens Rotation 270º / Lens Width 170º + 
Weight / 5.5 oz + Dimensions / 98 x 60 x 34 mm + Included  Cables / 
USB, Mini HDMI Cable, Mic Cable + Included case / Waterproof Case 

+ Full HD - 1920 x 1080 @ 30/25fps + Tall HD - 1280 x 960 @ 30/25fps + 
Action HD - 1280 x 720 @ 60/50 or 30/25fps + Slow Motion - 854 x 480 
@ 120/100,60/50 or 30/25fps + Photo Mode: 1,3,5,10,15,20,30,45,60 + 
5MP Sensor + Codec - H.264/AAC / File Type - .MPEG4 + AAC Audio 
Compression + 32GB microSD Compatible + Battery Life: 2-2.5 hrs
*MicroSD card not included within the EU

YOUR DATA, EVERYWHERE 
The Contour+2 provides beautiful HD video with GPS overlays 
for speed, elevation, and distance. Share this new layer of 
information to Facebook, YouTube, and Vimeo.

CONTOUR+2

MOBILE CONNECTIVITY  
Use your mobile device to preview your shot before and 
while you’re recording, as a remote control to start/stop your 
camera, or to tweak your camera settings in the fi eld.

LOCKING INSTANT ON!RECORD SWITCH   
Simply slide the Instant On-Record switch forward and never 
have a doubt if you’re recording.

120FPS 
In addition to shooting in four different HD modes, including 
1080p, the Contour+2 also shoots 120 frames per second in 
480p. 

LIVE STREAMING   
Bring events to life like never before via Contour+2’s HDMI 
out port. Live stream events, meetings, and more.

EXTERNAL MICROPHONE JACK    
Achieve clear, crisp audio easily with Contour+2’s external 
microphone jack. 

!CONTOUR+2
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ROAM2
STEP IT UP A LEVEL. THE EASY"TO"USE WATERPROOF 
CONTOURROAM2 BRINGS COLOR TO YOUR WORLD ALONG 
WITH 60FPS, AND BEAUTIFUL HD VIDEO.

WATERPROOF
Waterproof without a case up to one meter, the 
ContourROAM2 is ready for the beach right out of the box.

IN COLOR 
The ContourROAM2 is available in 4 brilliant colors. Black 
is classic, but a camera in Contour green, electric blue, or 
bright red will take your creativity to the next level while 
showcasing your sense of style.

INSTANT ON!RECORD SWITCH   
The ContourROAM2 features a locking Instant On-Record 
switch, assuring you only shoot what you want, when
you want.

LASER ALIGNMENT
Never miss your shot with the built-in laser alignment.

270° ROTATING LENS 
The ContourROAM2 features a 270° rotating lens, giving it 
more versatility when mounting.

STILL PHOTOS     
Nine still photo interval modes give you the ultimate freedom 
when you’re ready to snap photos of the action.

FULL CAMERA FEATURES & SPECS.

+ Locking Instant On-Record switch + Waterproof to 1meter + Built-in 
battery + Tripod mount + Flush lens + Still photo mode + Laser + Low 
profile + 1080p 960p 720p + USB output + Internal mic + *MicroSD 
card  + Lens type / Custom Six Element Glass / Lens Rotation 270º / 
Lens Width 170º + Weight / 5.1 oz + Dimensions / 100 x 55 x 34 mm 
+ Included mounts / Profile Mount, Rotating Flat Surface Mount (2) 

+ Included  Cables / USB + Video/Audio / Full HD - 1920 x 1080 @ 
30/25fps Tall HD - 1280 x 960 @ 30/25fps Action HD - 1280 x 720 @ 
60/50 or  30/25fps + Photo Mode: 1,3,5,10,15,20,30,45,60 5MP Sensor 
Codec - H.264/AAC / File Type - .MOV AAC Audio Compression 32GB 
microSD Compatible + Battery Life: 3-3.5 hrs
*MicroSD card not included within the EU

!ROAM2

GREEN AVAILABLE 2013
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LIVE PREVIEW
See what your camera sees in preview mode or while recording.
The Contour Connect App gives you the preview screen you’ve 
always wanted for your Contour camera: a screen that fi ts in 
the palm of your hand.

BLUETOOTH CONNECTION
The Contour+2 features remote control capability with the Contour Connect App. 
Start/stop recording directly from your iOS™ or Android™ device.

MOBILE 

CAMERA SETTINGS
With Contour Connect you can change your settings wirelessly in real time. Select your video 
mode, adjust your microphone volume, change your lighting settings, confi gure your GPS, 
quickly and easliy.
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SIMPLICITY
Contour’s locking Instant On-Record switch makes shooting video easier than ever before. 
No power button, no problem. Our award-winning, low-profi le design makes it so the camera 
practically disappears wherever mounted.

HD VIDEO
Contour is about video fi rst and foremost. Our engineers 
spend countless hours making sure our cameras pick up the 
small but important details, transition well in varying light 
conditions, and showcase beautiful color. Shooting in four HD 
modes (1080p, 960p tall, 720p at 30 and 60fps) provides the 
best resolution for your chosen perspective. 

CUSTOMIZED VIDEO
Contour takes video customization to a whole new level. With 
adjustable white balance, exposure, metering, and mic gain 
you can be sure your audio and video are perfect for your 
shooting conditions. Four HD modes and ultra slow motion at 
120 fps add even more shooting fl exibility. 

VIDEO EASE OF USE 
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LASER ALIGNMENT
Lasers on the ContourROAM2 and Contour+2 enable you to 
easily align your shot. Point it at the angle you’re shooting to 
frame the action and you’ll never shoot the sky or your 
feet again.

AUDIO
Video is only one part of the story. Contour cameras are built with omni-directional 
microphones, and the Contour+2 comes with an external 2.5mm microphone jack. 
The external jack expands your recording options for interviews or challenging  
production situations.

DURABLE
Mud. Dirt. Snow. Rain. The places you travel can be some of the roughest locations on earth. 
Contour cameras are made to withstand encounters with everything from mud puddles, to 
monster barrels at Teahupoo, to drops down the Khumbu Icefall. The rugged aluminum body 
withstands serious abuse, while the water-resistant design stands up to moisture.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Contour cameras are extremely lightweight. At 5.1oz
(ContourROAM2), and 5.5oz (Contour+2), they’re featherweight 
and barely noticeable. Once you mount one on, you can forget 
it’s even there.  

LIGHTWEIGHT

PERFORMANCE
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EXAMPLES OF 
GPS OVERLAYS

STORYTELLER
Storyteller is the home base for your camera. Import footage, organize clips, change camera 
settings and resolution with ease. View your GPS data, live, while your video plays. Share your 
favorite clips directly to your favorite social networks.

IMPORT AND ORGANIZE YOUR FOOTAGE. CONFIGURE YOUR 
CAMERA SETTINGS. STORYTELLER IS THE HOME BASE FOR 
ALL OF YOUR CONTOUR FOOTAGE.

OUR CAMERAS ARE KNOWN FOR RAISING THE BAR IN 
BUILT"IN TECHNOLOGY. OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY IS TO 
MAKE THE BEST PRODUCT ON THE MARKET. THESE ARE 
THE FEATURES THAT MAKE CONTOUR CAMERAS THE BEST 
IN THE BUSINESS.

Video is exciting on its own. Adding in GPS brings the experience to a whole new level. With 
a built-in GPS receiver, the Contour+2 tracks your speed, elevation, and location while you’re 
shooting. Video overlays showcase your data while you watch your footage, bringing your video 
to life like never before. Easily share your video + data with your favorite social networks.

YOUR DATA ! EVERYWHERE

SHARE STORYTELLER
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VENTED HELMET  MOUNT 
The Vented Helmet Mount gives your helmet the adjustability to place your Contour in multiple 
positions on your helmet, giving you another unique angle to record your activity. Simply slide 
the straps through your vents, and then cinch them down. Place the camera on the mount, and 
use the built-in adjustable tilt to fi ne-tune the angle. 

+ Fits most vented helmets
+ Built-in adjustable tilt allows for fi ne tuning your angle
+ TRail™ system allows easy on and off

Product: Vented Helmet Mount
Part Number: 2550

GOGGLE STRAP MOUNT
The Goggle Strap Mount is perfect for your snow or dirt adventure where goggles are a must. 
Simply slide the mount base on your goggle strap, and then click the camera attachment into 
the base. Align the camera to your desired angle, and you’re good to go.

+ Easily adjustable for that perfect angle
+ Great for days when no helmet is needed

Product: Goggle Strap Mount
Part Number:  2650

VENTED HELMET MOUNT GOGGLE STRAP MOUNT
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FLEX STRAP MOUNT
The Flex Strap Mount is a versatile mount that is designed for use across a multitude of sports 
and with diverse bar shapes. Strap it to the downtube of your bicycle or to the roll cage in your 
car. The soft fl exible straps hold steady and dampen vibration to assure you get clear, crisp HD 
video. It comes with two strap sizes and utilizes the popular rotating mount so that you can get 
any angle that you need.

+ Fits bars 20mm to 70mm
+ Comes with two strap sizes - 9” long and a 5.25” short strap for smaller diameters

Product: Flex Strap Mount
Part Number: 2755

BAR MOUNT 
The Bar Mount affi xes to  a variety of handlebar sizes by two Allen head bolts so it's easily  
adjustable with your standard bike tools. The twist lock adjustment helps you achieve 
the perfect angle and the TRail™ system helps you mount and remove your camera quickly. 

+ Large diameter enclosure allows for use on bars from 15mm to 33mm
+ Twist lock angle adjustment system lets you set that perfect angle
+ TRail™ system allows easy on and off

Product: Bar Mount
Part Number: 2780

FLEX STRAP MOUNT BAR MOUNT
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PROFILE  MOUNT 
The Profi le Mount is our simplest and most popular mount. Its small footprint and simple design 
make it practically disappear on your helmet. Designed for one-angle shots, you’ll barely notice 
the mount once it’s affi xed.

+ Slim build conforms to your helmet 
+ Sturdy 3M adhesive backing

Product: Left & Right Profi le Mount
Part Number:  4165 (2PK)

SUCTION CUP MOUNT
This powerful Suction Cup Mount from our friends at Panavise attaches your Contour camera 
to any windshield or car body. This meticulously designed mount makes it simple to turn, 
tilt, and rotate your camera 360 degrees. Suction pad advised for windshields and fl at  
(non-porous) surfaces.

+ Simple suction cup design makes it easy to get a strong hold
+ Won’t scratch or leave any marks
+ Adjustable body makes it easy to get any angle

Product: Suction Cup Mount
Part Number: 2810

PROFILE SUCTION CUP
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360º HELMET MOUNT 
The 360˚Helmet Mount is a versatile mount made for a variety of activities. The combination 
of infi nite adjustment and the small footprint of the base make it perfect for mounting onto a 
variety of helmets. Works great on a kayak, a snowmobile, or just about anywhere you need to 
get that creative angle.  

+ 360º rotation and 180º tilt
+ Glove-friendly, single lever operation
+ Works with all Contour cameras and Waterproof Cases

Product: 360º Helmet Mount
Part Number: 3570

Product: 360º Helmet Mount Base
Part Number: 3561

SURFBOARD MOUNT
The Surfboard Mount is perfect for your surfboard, wakeboard, jet ski, or other water based sports. 
Built from the ground up to take the abuse that the wind and waves can dish out and still highly 
fl exible so that it can adjust to a variety of board shapes.

+ 360º rotation and 180º tilt
+ Single lever operation for wet or cold hands
+ Works with all Contour Waterproof Cases

Product: Surfboard Mount 
Part Number: 3555

360º HELMET SURFBOARD

Product: Surfboard Mount Base
Part Number: 3652
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POLE MOUNT
Whether you’re waist deep in powder, taking hot laps in the park, or fi shing for your dinner, 
the Pole Mount will bring new and unique perspectives to your video. Attach your Contour to 
a hiking pole, ski pole, or any pole that is 11 to 18 millimeters. Secure it via two Phillips head 
screws and then use the multi angle head to get any angle you need. 

+ Secures easily via two Phillips head screws 
+ 360° rotation and 180° tilt 
+ TRail™ Mount system allows easy on and off

Product: Pole Mount
Part Number: 3575

Product: Pole Mount Base
Part Number: 3576

HEADBAND MOUNT
The Headband Mount is great for easy mounting when hiking, fi shing, or if you just want to 
capture your point of view. The elastic headband is easy to adjust via sliding buckle, and the 
TRail™ system allows you to quickly attach your Contour camera. The mount is fi rm, and 
provides jiggle-free recording for all of your helmetless activities. 

+ Elastic headband fi ts all head sizes and works over hats and beanies 
+ Easy on and off with the TRail™ system

Product: Headband Mount
Part Number: 3610

POLE MOUNT HEADBAND MOUNT
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HAT MOUNT
The mount that every sportsman needs, the Hat Mount attaches to any soft or fl exible fabric 
hat and securely holds your Contour camera. Based on a simple press fi t, manual angle 
adjustment allows you to capture that fi rst fi sh of the day or every moment of your hunting trip.  

+ Fits most fl exible fabric hats 
+ Patented TRail™ allows for easy on and off
+ Get the perfect angle locked in place with full 360° rotation

Product: Hat Mount
Part Number: 3750

ROLL BAR MOUNT
Co-developed by Contour and RAM, the Roll Bar Mount was built specifi cally to attach your Contour 
to a multitude of round diameters. Using a double socket arm and ball design, it adjusts easily and 
simply by turning a central wing nut. It gives you almost infi nite adjustment to achieve perfect shooting 
angles. The marine grade aluminum mount attaches via a bonanza strap to round bars from 2” to 3” in 
diameter. The patented design also dampens shock and vibration to help you create smooth video.   

+ Securely mounts your Contour to round surfaces from 2”-3” in diameter 
+ Marine grade aluminum that is strong and lightweight  
+ Easy on and off via the Universal Mount or the built in quarter twenty tripod 
 mount that is compatible with Contour cameras.

Product: Roll Bar Mount
Part Number: 3800

HAT MOUNT ROLL BAR MOUNT
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PICATINNY MOUNT 
The Picatinny Mount was developed specifi cally to mount your Contour Camera on tactical 
weapon platforms, or other devices that use a standard MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny/weaver rail. 
This mount is built tough with reinforced polymer that resists vibration, recoil forces, and 
heat, but is also lightweight and easy to use. It mounts securely and easily to the rail via a 
thumbscrew. 

+ Securely mounts your Contour to standard MIL-STD-1913 rail systems
+ Lightweight and strong construction
+ Easy on and off with the TRail™ system

Product: Picatinny Mount
Part Number: 3900

ROTATING FLAT SURFACE MOUNT
The Rotating Flat Surface Mount is the ultimate in smart design and simplicity. This useful 
multi-purpose surface mount was developed to be easy to use, and gives you the confi dence 
that once locked, it will stay in place. Simply slip the camera onto the TRail™s, rotate the 
camera into position, push on the lock button, and you are good to go.

+   Easy on with the TRail™ system
+   Solid ratchet type rotation lets you set that perfect angle
+   Easy to push rotating button confi dently holds your camera

Product: Rotating Flat Surface Mount
Part Number: 3720

PICATINNY MOUNT ROTATING FLAT SURFACE MOUNT

Product: Rotating Flat Surface Mount Adhesive
Part Number: 3721
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KITS

SNOW MOUNTS 
+ Profi le Mounts (Right and Left)
+ Goggle Mount
+ Rotating Flat Surface Mount
+ Pole Mount
+ Weatherproof Carry Bag
Product: Snow Mounts
Part Number: 6210

BIKE MOUNTS
+ Vented Helmet Mount
+ Flex Strap Mount
+ Profi le Mount (Right and Left)
+ Bar Mount
+ Weatherproof Carry Bag
Product: Bike Mounts
Part Number: 6220

OUTDOOR MOUNTS
+ Headband Mount
+ Hat Mount
+ Flex Strap Mount
+ Weatherproof Carry Bag
Product: Outdoor Mounts
Part Number: 6250

MOTO MOUNTS
+ Rotating Flat Surface Mount
+ Profi le Mount (Right and Left)
+ Suction Cup Mount
+ Flex Strap Mount
+ Weatherproof Carry Bag
Product: Motosports Mounts
Part Number: 6230

HELMET MOUNTS 
+ Vented Helmet Mount
+ Profi le Mount (Right and Left)
+ Rotating Flat Surface Mount
+ Rotating Flat Surface Mount 
 Adhesive (2pk)
+ Weatherproof Carry Bag
Product: Helmet Mounts
Part Number: 6260

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
Use your spare battery to continue recording the action. Get up to an additional 2-2.5 hrs of 
record time. Recharge using your USB cable with your Contour camera.
NOTE: Not Compatible with ROAM or ContourROAM2

Product: Contour Battery
Part Number: 2350

RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM!ION BATTERY

S/N:
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CAMERA CHARGE KIT
Keeping your cameras charged is a priority when you’re on the go. The Camera Charging Kit is 
everything you need to keep your cameras running and recharging efficiently.

Product: Camera Charge Kit
Part Number: 2950-US, 2951-EU, 2952-UK, 2953-AUS

WALL CHARGER
Easily charge two cameras or batteries 
at once with the Contour Wall Charger. 

CAR CHARGER
Charge two Contour cameras or 
batteries on the go with the Contour 
Car Charger and your car’s 
cigarette lighter.

USB QUICK CHARGE CABLE
In a hurry? Charge your camera battery in half 
the time with the quick charge cable, compatible 
with the Contour Wall Charger and Contour 
Car Charger. 
Note: this cable will not work for data transfer. 

INCLUDED IN CHARGE KIT

CAMERA CHARGE KIT
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CAMERA CASE
The Camera Case is the perfect way to carry around your camera and favorite accessories. 
With dedicated spaces for the camera, memory cards, batteries and mounts, you’ll always have 
exactly what you need. Constructed from durable water resistant fabrics, the Camera Case will 
stand up to adverse conditions like a champ.

Product: Camera Case
Part Number: 3210

GEAR BAG
Camera, mounts, batteries. You’ve got lots of stuff. Carry it around in the Gear Bag. It’s big 
enough to hold everything you need for your Contour camera, yet small enough to throw in your 
pack. A bright green internal lining makes it easy to fi nd what you’re looking for. A reinforced 
bottom means it’s tough enough to handle the dirt that goes along with your adventures.  

+ Water resistant fabric keeps your gear dry in adverse conditions
+ A reinforced bottom means no snags from rocks and rough terrain
+ A sturdy, secure drawstring closure allows for easy access to the goodies

Product: Gear Bag
Part Number: XXXX

CAMERA CASE GEAR BAG
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!ACCESSORIES

ROAM & ROAM2 WATERPROOF CASE
While the ContourROAM and ROAM2 is waterproof up to one meter without a case, we provide 
a hard case for your adventures that will have you going down deep. The Contour Waterproof 
Case is waterproof up to 60 meters. The Waterproof Case maintains the Instant On-Record 
switch so you’ll never have a problem recording – even deep under water.

+Buoyant
+Waterproof up to 60 meters
+Fits all Contour mounts
+Designed to maintain simplicity of use

Product: ContourROAM2  Waterproof Case
Part Number: 3330

ROAM, ROAM2 WATERPROOF CASE

CONTOURROAM2

Full HD - 1920 x 1080 @ 30/25fps
Tall HD - 1280 x 960 @ 30/25fps
Action HD - 1280 x 720 @ 60/50 or  30/25fps
Photo Mode: 1,3,5,10,15,20,30,45,60
5MP Sensor, Codec - H.264/AAC / File Type - 
.MOV, AAC Audio Compression,32GB microSD 
Compatible, Battery Life: 3-3.5 hrs

Profi le Mount, Rotating Flat Surface Mount (2)

USB Cable

170º

270º

5.1 oz

100 x 55 x 34 mm

Custom Six Element Glass

Locking Instant On-Record switch

Waterproof
Built-in battery

Tripod mount

Flush lens

Still photo mode

Laser
Low profi le

1080p 960p 720p

USB output
Internal mic

*MicroSD card included
Removable battery

GPS
iOS/Android BT 2.1

Connectview compatible
Connectview included/installed

HDMI
External mic jack

Wide angle

Lens type

Lens rotation

Weight

Included mounts
Dimensions

Included cables

Included case

Video/Audio

2

Full HD - 1920 x 1080 @ 30/25fps
Tall HD - 1280 x 960 @ 30/25fps
Action HD - 1280 x 720 @ 60/50 or 30/25fps
Slow Motion - 854 x 480 @ 120/100,60/50 or 30/25fps
Photo Mode: 1,3,5,10,15,20,30,45,60
5MP Sensor,  Codec - H.264/AAC / File Type - .MPEG4
AAC Audio Compression, 32GB microSD Compatible
Battery Life: 2-2.5 hrs

USB, Mini HDMI, Mic Cables

170º

270º

5.5 oz

98 x 60 x 34 mm

Custom Six Element Glass

Profi le Mount, Rotating Flat Surface Mount (2)

Waterproof Case

*MicroSD card  is not included in countries within the EU *MicroSD card  is not included in countries within the EU
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COMPANY INFO

3131 Western Ave
Suite 410
Seattle WA 98121

General Inquiries
info@contour.com

Media 
contour.com/media 
pr@contour.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customer Support, Technical 
Support and Warranty:
help.contour.com

Contour.com Consumer Sales
onlinesales@contour.com
(206) 792-5226
(866) 397-6920
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm PST

RETAILER AND 
DISTRIBUTOR SALES

NORTH AMERICA SALES

USA & Canada
Sales@contour.com
(206) 462-4203

INTERNATIONAL SALES

Asia Pacific
apac@contour.com
(206) 395-2768

Europe, Middle East, and Africa
emea@contour.com
(206) 395-2768

Latin America
latam@contour.com
(206) 395-2768

WWW.CONTOUR.COM

Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or it’s compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod and iPhone may affect 
wireless performance. iPhone®, MacBook Air®, iOS®, iMac® and Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries

Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
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